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Edinburgh
Scotland

Scotch
Ale

Bursting with fruit and
warming spiciness, it is
surprisingly light. Soft
fruits and rich malt
aromatic spiciness
from the rum. Warm 
and mellow finish

    6.6% /18 Curries, grilled 
seafood, good 
quality burgers & 
juicy steaks

4pks
660ml Btls
15.5G keg
Sixtel keg

I&G ale malt, Crystal
malt & wheat. 
Super Styrian hops

Imported craftInnis & Gunn Original is
brewed at a low temperature, 
similar to a lager, but using ale 
malts. Original balances 
freshness with body and flavor.

Edinburgh
Scotland

Scotch
Ale

    6.8% /21 Gamey meats, like
venison or duck,
mature cheeses 
and a good-quality
chutney

4pks
660ml Btls
Sixtel keg

Edinburgh
Scotland

Scottish
Porter

Notes of coconut, 
orange oil and dark
coffee beans are
complimented by an
earthy freshness from
the hops. Long and
lasting finish with some 
gentle spiciness

    7.4% /25 Dark meat or 
game, with a rich
gravy or sauce &
a good-quality
chutney

4pksImported craftInnis & Gunn Bourbon Cask 
Dark Ale has been brewed in
small batches and then matured
over oak infused with American
bourbon to give it its rich,
rounded character and a 
satisfying smooth finish.

Craft beer bars,
British pubs,
white table cloth 
restaurants

Imported craftCraft beer bars,
British pubs,
white table cloth 
restaurants

Innis & Gunn Rum Aged is a 
rich, full bodied beer matured 
over American oak heartwood
infused with a blend of specially
selected rums.

Smell of caramel & 
rich roasted malts. 
Incredibly smooth 
taste with a delicious 
toffee character and 
a light hop fruitiness. 
Creamy and warm finish

I&G ale malt, Crystal
malt, roasted barley
and chocolate malt.
Super Styrian hops

I&G ale malt, Crystal
malt, amber malt &
roasted barley.
Super Styrian hops

Craft beer bars,
British pubs,
white table cloth 
restaurants

Edinburgh
Scotland

Stout     7.4% / Rich beef stew,
oysters, treacle
pudding or
blue cheese

4pks
Sixtel keg

Imported craftInnis & Gunn Irish Whiskey
Aged Stout uses fantastic 
Scottish malts, and then ages 
the brew over oak infused with 
Irish whiskey, making the 
combination really unique.

I&G ale malt, Crystal
malt, roasted barley,
Chocolate malt & raw 
wheat.
Super Styrian hops

Craft beer bars,
British pubs,
white table cloth 
restaurants

Chocolate malt and 
roasted barley impart 
deep complex flavors 
and the Super Styrian 
hops provide an earthy 
balancing sweetness. 
The honeyed spice of the 
whiskey lends itself 
perfectly to the rich coffee 
and dark chocolate of the 
stout and the vanilla from 
the wood.


